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A BSTRA(A'
Two simple nucrowave radar techniques have been advanced tilt are potcntl,111y cal lahle of pio.-
victim; routlnc satellllc measurements of the directional spectrum of,
 ocean waves. One technl,que, the
short-pulse" te:hni que, nf.lkes use of very short pulses to resolve ocean surface wave contrast Ica-
lures in the range direction. talc other lechmiluc, the .. two-frctlucucy correlation" tcclimiluc makes
Ilse Of coherency in the timisntilted W;IV001nt to detect the large occmi dd;I\d contrast n otilil:ilI'M ,Is
n 	 a br;It t11' Illlxing! Iretlut'11, \ In the jio%ker backscattered at INki closely Separaled mictowave lictgllt'It-
:ics A	 analysis of the .hurt-pulse and two-fredquenc'y systems shows that the two
11110:ISUIen!enl syslenl.;Ire essc'ntI,11ly "dr1alS", they each opciate kill 111c g!enclalin'tt lthrce-Intquency)
Iourlh—rdcr statistical momcnl of the surl'ace transfer ftlnetion in dltfercm. but s\nuncnical way's.
and (hey both 111castild' the Sonic diucclimi.d contrast modulation SpeelluIll. A t Ill ce-dillicllsiollal
physical optics soiatlon fur talc fourth-order nlkinlent is obtained for hackscattcr in the near vertical.
specular regtinte, assuming; Gaussian surface S!ati5ties, file n:udul.Ition slVCtI unf is found to be given
by the two-dimension. Fourier transform of tic product of' tlle .loint surface hclg!ht characteristic
furlclion anti jolnt Specular surface Slope probability density function I ineariratn o n in terms of the
surlace height and slope coval'Wlhc functions yields a lilodul.Itlon Spec thin !hat is directly propur-
tton.11 to the larg!c wave directional Slkipc sp:ctrunl evAtiatcd Ili the ducetion kil' radar arinluth. A
,,11n1 1 1c calcIlLltlt,n dd 1111 a model one-dintcnslkinal Surface spcclrulu is d:arlied Oill to Indicate tie ex-
tent of, harmonic distortion of' the slope Spei triltll due to second-older nonllnca terms. For incidence
.ulg:les 0 = 10-1 ^`, the distortion is less than 10 percent o%er the range of tmighness condilikins of
practical It i lcrest. In q`Illlciple, this distortion t - .III he Icllloved by Iterativc ticcolivolllt14Ill.
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DIRECTIONAL SPFCIRA OF OCEAN WAVES FROM MICROWAVI.
BACKSCA7"fER: A I'HYSIC'AL OPTICS SOLUTION WITH
APPLICATION TO THE SllORT-VULSL AND TWO-FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT TECHNIOUES
I NT RODU('TION
'Two simple microwave radar techniques have been advanced that are potentially cap; ble of
providing satellite measurements of the directional spectrum of ocean wind waves on a routine,
global basis. These two techniques, the "short-pulse" technique and the "two-frequency correla-
tion" technique are very similar in nature. Both approaches involve the detection of the modu-
lation of ba ,^ kscattercd power at oblique incidence angles caused by the modulation of "small
scale scatterers" by the large underlying gravity waves.
The small-scale scatterers--depending on the radar beam incidence angle—may be specularly
reflecting wave facets, or Bragh-resonant diffr3ction elements; the modulation mechanism may be
purely geometrical, as in the tilting of the small-scale scattered power pattern by the slopes of the
large waves, or the nodulation mechanism may be hydrodynamic in nature, involving the nrodi-
hcation of the small­
 .de waves by the atmospheric and large ocean wave flow fields (Alpers and
Hasselmann, 1078). In the short-pulse technique, very short, wide-band pulses are used to resolve
the contrast modulation in range; the modulation spectrum is obtained simply by analog spectrum
:analysis of the envelope-detected backscattered signal. The two--frequency technique makes use
of coherency in the transmitted waveform: the large-wave contrast nnululation is detected in the
teat, or mixing frequency, of backscattered power at two closely separated microwave fre<Iuen-
cies. The short-pulse approach to a possible satellite ocean wave sensor was first suggested in a
note by Tomiyasu ( 197 1 ). The two--ltequency approach, first proposed by Ruck, et al.. (107"_'),
laas been extensively analyzed by Alpers and Hasselmann (1978) who found it to be a 1'easihIc
technique for aircraft and satellite implementation. Unfortunately no such similar analysis of the
;hurt-pulse technique exists in thc literature, and as yet no "trade-oft" analysis of the two tech-
mques has heen made, although a beginning was made by Jackson (1974b).
k
As shtlwn by Jackum (197 .Ib1. mul as will be shtlw n In flit , present work, Ills' two tec imigties
inC.MlIC the sallic thing. namely, the din`ctional contrast mixitllation sl► . • ctnnn ill ill,' large-%caIt,
000311 waves lit 	 dlre:tton of radar azumuth. Illr:h directional ICSOI ► 111, ► n is achlt' ► etl through IlIC
lateral averaging tit' wave contrast features across the anicnna hCAIII Sl►t )t on Iht•
 surface, ;I
which might he on the order of IUkml for a satellite radar system. The effect of this Literal avet-
aging, when Con11 1 rlteti Willi sl•cttrunt analysis of the tt,turlled signal. 1-, easily sct,n to he th.lt of .I
lsst ►-dunensitlnal s1 1e:1131 analysis for contrast waves 11ro1 ►agatulg lit lilt conttary till the d ICCII 11
of ratim look. In .1 ntlt>he11, only those 1 ► lane Fourier contrast waves that are travellutg Ill the
direction of radar look can survive the lateral ,iNctaging (I Ig. III).
lwo 11111 1ortalll de!'e1t 1 1 1 Ine11t5 11.1ve Ctllianted Ill y polellll.11 for space al ► 1 l llcallt l il 1 1 1 the two
-dlrectltlmal wave spectrometers. - the first develolimcni (.1a:kstln, 1974) was the realization that
► hr nitldulatit'll signal spectrum It, the residual background. random clutter"' noise ratio (SNK. for
•Mill) could he greatly impitived ill flit- two-fntlucncy system by using wide-baled cohrlt,nl wavo-
1, l lnls as opposcd to the iluasi-nlonuchrtlnl.ltic wavetOrms originally figured in this te,.hi tluc 	 I ire
second important develollinctit (All►ers and llasselmann. 19781 was to show how DoI pro tlllering
could he used tilt 1Ast-moving pLifforms, also, to substantially increase flit' measurcment SNK.
III
	 prt,st,ni wild.. we will Iouch onl y brielly tilt 	 s y stenl considclations le.g.. a tough
analysis of the I1leastltCtlle111 SNK fOr tilt' tNt1 Ieilinitlties is Carried otll 111 the List SeCtlt 1 11 Of the
palter).
	
lilt- I'Iitnary min t i t this paper IS 10 l`ICSellt a Sl ► It'11011 ft► r tilt' dlreCtl0l1J1 1110dl11atioll S11CO
trim in the resirit• tcd case of near-vertical incidt• nce (© < 10-2(f), i.e.. in the case of tltlasi-
SI►e:ular I ►aASCAtler. Atmit from the III'llortanl limitation inhelcnl Ill an assumptit'll of Gaussian
sultaee Statistics, the physical optics Solution plesellled IS fell to he :1 rather re;Illstic %olution it,
the I /lONCIII. The reason for pulling faith in the solution is 111.11 ill the sl lecular sea ba:kscaticl
*111e exlllessiun •• Ras1eigh Clultei - Is used lilt the 1,111dtnn, fluenl.lung 1 1 .111 111 the baekscatteled signal that allses
WICI1 :IS :1 i0tlSl',111e1lie 111 W;I%cIt11111 iUhelelley. I Ili' supel posit It'll ill flit illocilloill.ltIt' W.Ives scal let cd Iloill .1
laige! mintier of Inilept-lident seattelingrlcnlents lantlilmly tiislrihuted in range n• sulls In Gaussian slanstics tit
the fleld (Centlal I milt 111et,Irnl) and Classical Rayleigh statistics for the envelol+r. lit
	
will) the ctanen-
Itt'n.11 use of the ssonl "Cluttet" lot sea-echo uuerfitenee with halt) lairet detection, we use the is,lld fol the
r;1I1,1om floc tumions that inteIICR• wlllt the IlleaS'lletllellt tit the Illodulalioll , 1 11 the wa echo signal Itself.
t
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Figure la. Overall Geometry and ('oort mate Definition
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icgime, the sensitivity of the return to very small scale waves (e.g., capillary waves for 2-3cm
radars) is small compared to the sensitivity to these waves in the Lragg resonant diffra.tion regime
at larger incidence angles (©> 300 ), where the sensitivity is essentially IUO`Y (Wright, 19h8). (n
file quasi-specular backscatter regime Marrick, 1974), the entire sea spectrum ul: to the small
dlftraction-himled wavelets Is contributing to file population of specularly refle x ling facets, and
there is, therefore, some reason to suppose that the small scale waves-Nkhose statistics via-a-vis the
large wave profile are presently virtually unknown-will not entr y into file problem ill 	 tour-criticaf
way. The successful prediction of the average radar impulse response of the sea at vertical in-
cidence by Jackson (1979) supports this supposition: ill 	 work, assuming a geome'rical optics
model of scattering it was found that the (3cm) data could be explained by the non4;aussian
stati tics of the entire free gravity-wave ensemble without special consideration of the small waves.
I hua, ill
	
solutior we present here (a physical optics solution ill the high-frequency limit ), it is
probably the Gaussian assumption for the large wave field that is the weak
The above is not to say that larger incidence angles are to he avoided: the point is time theory
for the hydrodynamic interactions that are the primary agents ut the modulation at large angles is
( , it 	 weak foundalions (Wright, et al., 1978). A reliable model for large-angle backscatter
would have to be constructed oil 	 basis of empirical modulation functions: presently there are
insufficient data to define these functions (or tunctionals) over a range of sea states.
In the following section we present a straightforward frequency domain analysis of" the short-
)7 ,.tlse and lwo-frequency systems that allows for arbitrary transmitted waveforms. The two sys-
tems call
	 viewed as alternative systems for detecting a modulation oil 	 backscattered sig-
nals, a viewpoint inspired b^ the work of Parzen and Shlren ( ! 956). It is shown that cacti system
operates on the generalized three-frequency fourth-order statistical moment of the surface scatter-
ing transfer Iunction, Wk. K, Lek), in different but symtticrtical ways. Nl(k, K. l_1k) is calculi led
,lccor,fuig to physical optics in three-dllllen,iO 11S, in the plane wa%e	 assnnu ig a
Gaussian sea. II is shown that Wk, K. Lek) = M t 0. , K) + M l Ik, Ak). and Iliat the spurt-pulse
system modulation spectrum is the non-I)( • part ol' M t (k, K), and similarly for the two-frequency
system With K -- Ak, In the limit k -► —. W K) has the form of the two-dimensional I ouricr
4
transform of the product of they joint surface height characteristic function and the joint specular
surface slope probability density function. Linearization of the integral M t
 in tarns of the height
and slope covariance functions results m direct proportionality of M t to the directional large wave
slope spectrum (a result anticipated). Harmonic distortion or smearing of the slope spectrum due
to nonlinearity in M t can be accounted for accurately, and in principle rectified by an iterative
deconvolution procedure, using the second-order expansion of M t
 . A sample (two-dimensional)
calculation with a model wave spectrum is given to indicate the possible extent of harmonic dis-
tortion. For angles 10° <0 < IS', the distortion is < 30% provided a reasonably sufficient amount
of roughness (i.e., total radar-effective ems surface slope). A brief analysis of the measurement
signal-to-noise is carried out in the last section of the paper, an analysis which includes the
Doppler filtering concept of Alpers and Hasselmann (1978). The analysis indicates the feasibility
of satellite measurements of directional wave spectra by either short-pu'se or two-frequency
te. huklues.
SHORT-PULSE AND TWO-FREQUENCY TECHNIQUES: THE GENLRALI?_ED FOURTH
ORM R MOMF-NT Wk, K, 60
We consider the backscatter of an arbitrary (finite-energy) incident electric field waveform
EJO whose Fourier transform is Eo (k) where k = v;c is the propagation constant, v and c being
the radian frcguency and speed of light respectively. E o (k) is understood to be evaluated at the
beans spot center x = (x, y)= (0, 0) on the mean surface z= 0. The surface transfer function for
backscatter, S(k), is the ratio of' tile backscattered field harmonic component E s (k) to the incident
field liarmunic component, viz.
EA)
SW _
	
(1)
EOW
where the same holds in terms of frequency, v = kc In principle, SW is obtained as the solution
to the complex houndary value problem for a unit amplitude incident monochromatic wave. II -
the scattering surface z = ^(x) is as:.urned to he homogeneous random process in the horizontal
coordinaie x, then S(k) is a complex random variable (approximately Gaussian, if the illuminated
area is large compared to the scaie of the spatial surface correlation, tamely. the domimint ocean
5
wavelength) that obtains for any realization of	 (In this work. we wi!I not mod,-I the "slow-
Unle,' • Doppler evolution of S(k). but we will consider this aspect of the ploblen) wile11 we discuss
the measurement SN It problem.)
The short pulse detection system, diagrammed nl Figure -`a, consists of a square-law envelope
detector and a spectrum analyser. Hie ensemble average output of the ,peel)un ► analyzer can be
written as:
(Owd) = (`n )' 1 i Il l tw)l , (I 111W)l2)dw
where Ii i
 is the i-th handpass filter Iunction and where
(I1,(w)I') = ff  S(v)S*(v - w)S*(v')S(v' - w)) • t:,,(v)ho*(v - w)E,) *(v')I•.o(v' - w)dvdv'.
The two-frequency defection sy%tenl. diagrammed in Figure 'h, is a wide-hand version of
III,.- original narrow-hand (monochromatic) system first proposed by (tuck et al..11 9 7_I and Con-
sidered by Alpers and llasselmann 11078). It consists of a two channel receiver and a cross-
eorrela(or. Il t and 11, are bandpass filters with center frequenc ies v t and v, separated hN the
modulation Irequency L1v12 = I I I - v,. The h- filters are high-pass. U('-Hocking-tillers. I he ert-
semblc average output of the correlator can tic written as
((fi t ,) = (,T) -, fh; KI * (1 1 1 11 , *) dw
(11, 1 1', *) 	 (_1r) 4 f (S(v)S*(i'- w)S"(v' )S(v' - w))	 Il i li'lll t *(r -will, *(v')Il,lc'' - wl t ?1
F„(v)t:,, *(v - wl1' u *(v' )1'.,,(v' - w l LIP&,.
']'tic generalized foutth-order moment of the transfer function th.lt hoth .\stems op,.-rate
upon will hr denoted by
Wk. K, Ak)	 Nk)` I II - a)S*11.')SW -- 0) 	 (•11
,.here again we are using wavenuml ,er k and frequen) r' interchanLeahly. The dlllerence or
mixing wave nllnlber is detined by
0
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A k = k - k'
If the scattering process (i.e., the surface impulse response) is des:tibed I1y a simple, phys-
ically plausible mathematical model, to wil. a weakly modulmed white Gaussian noise process. th'..
functioning of the two system, for different transmitted %%avefurm characteristics in detecting: the
1110xlulation spectrum is easily analyzed (Parzen and Shiren, I956), We will hold off on this anal%-
sis until we have obtained a more meaningful p hysical scattering %olution for Mtk. K. Ak).
A THKIA-A) MI NSION \1 PIIN'SICAI OI'I CS SOLUTION FOR \Ilk, K. LAk)
A good solution* lot S(k) in th.- near-vertical. specular backscatter regime can he had ^k Ith
scalar physical optics tain t; the sir-called Kirchhoff or tangent plane hotlnklary values of the field
in the physical optics integral. The approach that we take in computing the fourth-order moment
parallel ,  the approach of Becktumm and Spizzichino (19(3) to com puting: the second-order mo-
meni (IS(k)1 2 )-	 I'hat is. we mill go to the htL'. frequency limit k-- after intenJimiging expecta-
tion and integral operations. The alterimli%e approach is to make the stationary phase approxi-
mation to the physical optics integral hefore ensemble a%eraging (see. e.g.. Weissman. 1974).
We work [order the simplifying assumptions of: (a) Far lone. plane wave scattering. This
assumption is good if we stay away from %eitical incidence and keep to high altitudes: The phase
front should be flat over the height extent of file surface and over the azimuthal large-wave cor-
relation distance. (b) Perfect conductivity. rhis is a trivial simplifying; assumption (a Fresncl re-
flectivity at normal incidence can be applied at the end). (c) Deep phase modulation, ko »I
where o is the rills surface hei,:ht. This is enhlcly valid for n6-rowaves of '-?cm wavelength in
any sea state. (d) Moderate handwultlis. A hi g h handwidth in the short pulse system would he
I (i.e., -'cm/_m). (e) Gausshn surface statistics. This is probably a poor assumption. The work
of Jackson ( 1978) demonstrates file importance of the non-linear wax: statistics in the average
impulse response in file near-vertical.
*I xactly hum good is this solution' A concrete. yuantitatne answer should he possible h\ \%orkulg on the work of
Axline and hung (1978) (numerical, Monte-Carlo sotution> of integral e qua rions): Brown (1978) (composite,
large and small scale surface method): and Jackson (19 74A (high-freyuenc% parabolic correction to the
Kirchhoff tangent plane boundary values in the Strat(on-Chu integral).
8
_A
Let I =
 ^t x t de.., the the tandont sut tale.	 ing Weissman ( 1974), we write the physical
optics integral. as
S(k) = Ckfi;(x)ei2keosOfWe i2konOxdx	 (5)
where x, t tinm the plant- A incidence
0 is the angle of incidence
YA = (x, y) and J& - dxdy
('k = tikl _`rr Rcos01" t exp(rk R 1 where R is the range to the beam spot center, x = Q
G(x) = antcnna power pattern, one way, G(Q) = 1.
Assuming interchangeability of expectation and integration operations, the fourth order mo
ment (4) .an be writtctt as the lotir-fold uttcgr,d.
M-	
kI4JJJ 
f(; t ... c;y (ei2C11Wk-f)Cl2sui0k x dx t ... dx 4	 (6)
In this, we use the short hand notation
x 	 (xi) _ ( x t . x 2 . x j . x4)
k = (k i ) _ (k. - k +,;. - V. V - k1
(^i) 
_ ( ^(x l ), 1x 2 ). ^( t4, 1. i(x4)
The approximation to the product of the (.'k's, I('k 1 4 follows from the moderate bandwidth as-
i
utmption, (d). The dot notation ir. the conventional vector inner product.
I he expectation
Wcos0
A.
 k) = (e i2cosOls ( )
J
is the characteristic fun. tton of the random I"out -vector of surface heights 	 It' ( normally dis-
tril-uted with iero mean, that (l t , z, 1963) 0 has the form
0(2cos0k) = e%p(-2cos = t)1]K tt k i kj )	 (7)
t)I
L
\► here the covariance matrix
R,) - (r i d') ) -- R(x i - x l )	 (t3)
is a symmetric matrix and a symmetric function in %:ach of' the lag vectors x ) - x l . At zero far
R It(0) _ q 2 ) = 0 2
	(9)
where o is the rms hei ght of the surface. Let
U	 ("XI it ) = x ^ — X t
-v = (v s .vy1 - x 3 -x,,	 (10)
w = 1 wx , w  1 = x,r -
and
du = dx 2 , d-v = dx \ , dw = dxs
Then transtormin . ! (6) from spa^,c variables to the 6g variables. it, -v, and \\ %e ha\e
M = I(' i	 I(.(x )(^(u +x )G(u + -v +x	 (All(u + w +x )k 
;^ JJ w -^ - - t -	 -t	 - -t
(II)
X p(2cosok)exp {-^ sanD Ik(ux +vx 1 - L1kvX + KwsI^ du.lvd\%,dxt
Expanding the quadratic l*orm L R il k l k ) in Q and expressing the various lags in terms of
u, -v, and w, we have
= ex t) C-4cos H { k-' l !u-'	 - R( u) - R(v) -	 R( u + v + w) + R(u + w)
+	 R(_v- + \k) -	 R(" )I - kAk(20 2 - -'R(K)
-
	
Ito. +y_+v,I +	 R(u +w) + R(v- +\0 - R(w)I
- kK[ 20 2 	- R(u) - R IO	 +-	 R(u + \v) +	 R(v + w) -	 'R(\►')I
•	 t i^kl(J = -	 R(v) + R(v+w) -	 Rlw)l
• (Ok)' Iu = --	 R(%.) I + 010 -	 R(\v)1) f .
IU
I
A.
On account of the moderate bandwidth assumption the leading term in the carrier wave-
number k dominates the behavior of the integral. Because of the deep phase modulation, ka» I,
0 ,s concentrated along two hyperlines in u, v- , w hyperspace where the factor of k 2
 is identically
zero. From ( 12) it is seen that these Ines are
QI. u = v = 0 (w axis)
(13)
42. u = - v, w0
'The thickness of' the line masses, the e-folding coherency distance, is (e.g., on ttl)
lue l = Ivel - (2kcos0as)-t
where a, is the rms surface slope. Because (P is concentrated about the two lines, we can de-
compose M i ,ito two separate. integrals, M t anti M 2 , about the small volumes surrounding fl and
R2. In each integral, the neighborhood of the origin, where the two line masses merge, will have
to be ex luded. Consider th e integration about kl, the w axis. Because of' the dominance of file
k 2 term, the cross-terms in ka, etc., and the (Ak) 2 term are negligible in the u v_ integration: only
the x 2 te ►►n that depends only on w wil! be important. Now, we can treat the problem in two
ways at this point: we can allow for diffraction by the small-wave structure by assuming. a com-
posite surface consisting rf two independent sets of smaller (diffracting) waves a:-,d larger (refleLt-
ing) waves. Analysis	 then proceed by expandin ► , 0 to first order in the small wave covariance
function in the manner of' Jackson (1974). The analysis, similar to that employed by Ruck, et al..
( 1972) is complicated enough in two dimensions and it will be worse in three. To keep the th ree-
dimensional analysis simple enough we will sacrifice what physical optics has to tell about the
diffracted fields; accordingly we will stay strictly in the st— cular backscatter regime %-here specular
retro-reflection is the dominant mode of backscatter. (cf. Barrick. 1974; Brown, 1978) Thus, we
will ignore the small stnucture and assume that the covariance function is well-behaved near the
origin, i.e., that the surface is smooth on the order of a few wavelengths. Then the usual high
frequency approximation can be made by representing the height covariance function R by its
second-order Taylor series expansion about the origin (or about any lag co).
1 v-+mur"
	
Rct,'ilmtg It (12), comidcr the VI iiaegraIit it over to .Ili, l	 On expandutg the C tctnt tit u
.In.l v ahoul a fired w > 0 lu second Omer. Ih ►'re result, the yuadralic fortm.
-emit(&')tt1
u
	 (I-1)
t k 1wic the characteristic vector
t = lt i ) _ 'kcost)lu X , uy , vx, v \ 1	 l I ^1
and the co\allatic,' nl.11rix nt ti of flic surface slot►es,
u;t 	 a^\	 I	 - IZ \\ VU%	 R, (w)
11^^.	 c^;	 I	 (w)	 IZ\\1\v)
1
	
0 2	 11 \
tiy'Illn tel l l:	 I
	
02	 ll
\\here
 subscripts stand for pat tl,tl dltt ere nttatton, .Ili,I
	
-R\x (w) = (^\(0)r\(w))	 (171
1 ,, file x-slope coltlponcnt c„\.Iriance Itink'non. altd simiklrly for x) Mid \\ I llc %[oil, , Varian es,
(understood to I n c the rad.u-eft -ective, diffraction Innlfcd slop, ,
 variances, i.e., havin g
 values less
Hum the true high-frequent'\, optical values),
o	 IZ\x(U)	 (^X2^	 (I^1
\\'lilt the h = Min tit \\ HIM survives in file (t, v intel;ratlon about CI \v,' then have for Ql
^9 = 0 ! ^.Ill
Il l t	 ^ e_ 4C,t8't1A I I(i ) k,W of	 (I'>)
Now, sincotlic coherenc y distances in It Mist \ .Ire small Coml ►ared It' Illt' r\trnt of Illunti
n.11ion %%c can set It = \
	 O In tilt' 1'.1111I),Ill:tll Iltlls, GI	 l^.l	 l(\I 1("Iv 1 I	 A ko, in
tilt' phasor in ( I I) we can set ,\k - l) 'mice b% file moderate ban,t\\idth .I ..unl lit it'll the pilaw dif-
(t'rence Akl y \ 1, •	 1.	 1lllm Il we (let lilt' Ilse fo1111
	
peitilar slot",' \et'10:
I'
I
t
we can w ► Ilr IIIr I , hasor as exr(-il • ^exr(-I'snt(/nw x ). 11`0111 the shove, if WC now InlrtirMC over
the Ientainint; space variable X I (which only arrears u ► the train junction, mid if we Change from u.
v	 to the t variahl:, we have for the integration over l'1 .
Ac'	 U
,t (h)
	
----	 (^(W)e 4,-It(W)I
I	 -
14 2 COS; (l ) •	 ,,,
r	 rill I ► t{ _	
- 1 : stnt)s w1270) fill r	 e	 ^Itt 	 ^1tt r	 *^iH
-,o
where
.,
1;1 %% 1 •- --	 G=lx_11(;'(xt +vY)c;x t 	(")
A^•
aml A .
	r^t;a(^t )d-N
Note 01.11 the k-Jr{'cnden:e of Nt has disappeared n ► tl ►e high frequency It -- .illpioximition.
The signn ►eans that a rePion about the or,P..tn must hr excluded III 111L . 111(cglation (i.e.. whirr
I4'1 and Qionic togethe ► 1. 1%c recognize 111.11 c • \p(	 n ► 1111t)) is:h.11.t:trltsll: tun:tion of the
Jointly. normally tlistributetl slope vector Ire I . ^v l . fix,. ^y: ) at two poin!s I and 2 separated
by the lag w the term in braces. Ihr Vourirr transf(1rn ► of the clura:trristic function MIIII tr,l at
Ihr joint sperular slope Condition = s is the joint probability Jcnsity function wkil') of evaluated
at s l ^ v. Il^iv. I'>n.;. ;^. 11`.01
I	 - I nl, i ' t s,si
here 1111-1 1 is Ihr inverse to th.' covarl.u ► Ce m.il i ► x mij given by (16).
Uquation (21 ) Is writIvIl ill the 1. 3(131 system coordinates with the x-axis lyintt u ► the I1LInr
of nl:Itlrn:e. Ih• fine a new set of x, y Coordinates such that the radar Can assun ► r an y aimulth
I;
-	
_ - -	
-	
-AIW
I' relati%v to tilt- lira , rderen:e x-axis (Fir. I I. In 1111% euurdinate system, tilt- surlaie mullulaliun
wa ctilmiht-1 2hsill(1 becomes the vector nlutlulatiun wavenunlher.
K =	 sin,h): K	 I K 1	 (_'a)
and the sjvk-ti :ir slove ve:lur s becomes
tart/(et>sth, snith, eus th, sin^h ► 	 (^S ►
Sine tilt- 1xil" (231 is invariant \\ tilt
 respect it) the orientation of'
 the rel'eren ►e euultlinate
I\i> (21 ) hriunles in term, „t K
A,.see R d	 ,°
M, (K) _	 G(W)e-K-cot U1t1=-R(wll. Il(^:wlc" I!.'w l1w	 (-'h)
^^ I.:It' n ^N \\ _ ( W it . %V ) 1s tile 1,11: %t'etur Ill the II\t'll stlrlaie X. y el^t^Itllll,lle,.
Ilrtls tar, we have ohl,nn ► • J. In Iht' I11)!L IICtII It'll t'% IWlII, lilt' COW IIbUtlun M I to Iht- m% 'tilt,
111 hom Vt. Since M(k, h, Ak) is symmetric %\lilt respeil In a a and Ak nitt-rchange, and since Nil
I, Indclien ► lent ill' Ak. mid ,unit' Ni l (Ak) *Ni l o 1 Im ari , inaty Ak it h It follows the ' 'ile iunlrilltl-
lion N1, from C, M, - Ni l (k. Ak). Thus, the' tidal mutllt'nl N1 Is given by (in tilt' IIII:h frellut'ne•y
lunit I:
%I(k.N. Ak) = N1 1 (n) + M I (Ak)	 ( 27)
SFCONI)--ORDI-A IAPANSION OF Nil
II't.ueuttl is not too large, Ilse)Oirtt surfart' height ihalaitt'ristie I'unilu,n call I't- exiviltlt'lt in
its arl'unit'ltt, aeetllately. 10 seeulkl-Ol'del 111 1111 height i0%.16:I1lt't' IIItle11011 IZI \. 	I ht' It'le\:Illt
IMratllitt't III 1111s t' \I ,:In,illn is tilt. signlli alit wave slopt',
tti t,	 11s /Lt, = (2/rrlK,,(r	 (28)
\\belt' It s - -lu Is Iht- ,Il!nifiiant \vave 11cu-111 .Intl l. t, is the \\,rvt'letipth ,)I' tilt , t1t,I mmit \\,%\t' cor-
responding to tht' wavenunlhel h„ of' the poak 1 ►1 the \v.1\r speitrllnl. In t'tllliiil •-;c::::,	 tuntli-
tiuns. &„ - 1120	 in stionitl\ \\rltd-driven
 developing sea, 1111 •
 t\a\e stecrness nla\ hr as fill-h
as 10'	 (kInslllait, 1 0 0", 1. It we t10int' tilt' 11oll-t11111citl iullaI wavv1111I111 1 ei' h = h/h, Illt'll
14
h = KocolO = (rr/2)boKcotO	 (29)
\kith %:lilies, 60 = 0.0. O = 15° and K	 then 6<0.88 and file error in file second-order ex-
pansion Hill he less than 3 percent.
II the large-wave stet-pness b„ is small iomh;trcd to the total radar-effective rills slops it,
th.n the olf'-diagonal blocks of the slope covariance matrix tn ii (w) for lags waway from the
ottgut will hr sn ► .tll compared to the diagonal hloAs of m il . "then provided we are not too tar
into the winks of the slope dtstributton, i.e., provided that tanO,los is not too large, we can ex-
panel p(s;w) about its value at 111611ilc lag, where the slope correlations vanish, i.e., we can ex-
pand about the \'.title
	
p(S.—) = Pi ('f 	 (30)
%\ here the specular slope j = tant)(cos+. sm ,P) and pt is the (Gaussian) slope pdf (Cox and M11111..
P954). The releunt parameter in the oa,pans ►on of 1' is
IanO
c =	 h„	 l31)
os
A crude 1 ' -.Inng of the geometrical optics backscatter cross-section.
0 _ 7r sec4 Op t (51 )	 ( 2)
it) the '.'m data of Jones, et al.. (1977) gives the following estimate of the radat-effective rills
,lope at :cell as a function of wind speed, W:
05 — U.UO25Wlelts- 1 I + 0.U1	 133)
phis _c e ll radar-(Ale: five slope variance is approximately 00% of the total, or optical, slope var-
iance of Cox and Munk (1 0 54) ovc ► the wind speed range 10-251its-1 . This is in perfect agree-
1110111 with slope variances im"errc.l from passive radiometric data Ok illicit. 1979). With vah,es,
li„ = 0.115. 0 - 15", and W - 5111-1- 1 , t hcil C--	 6
For typical tt.tkln angles and sea conditions the parameters S and r are small crtough thal a
linear approximation, to M I should be I'airly accurate, and that it 	 approximation to
Iti
',I t
 should be very accurate. To facilitate the expansion of M t
 we will assume that the x and y
reference axes coincide with the symmetry axes of p t ("S'l ). (hen, if
all G'
"w"l) = 00cos,P
Ox
(34)
tan i1
Q =
	
	 sin^l^	 ^f^,sin'F►
oy
p t l sl becomes Simply
pi	 pt(o.Rl _	 e '
	
135)
2tro x (Jy
Denote the wavehcight directional spe;irum F(K) = F(KAO.
FI K) = (21r)- I P I w)e- ik •w dw	 1301
he surfacr height variance o 2
 is the area under F(K),
o ,	 r'^ ^^IIh. I il:dKdF
	 (37)
The directional slope spectrum K = F(K) is the contribution to the total slope variance os from
component waves travelling in various directions.
os = J f .0
 
K 2 F(K,(P)KdKd4)	 (38)
u	 u
K 2 F(K) is simple the Fourier Transform of the slope covariance function in the direction of
analysis, i.e., in the direction of the cottnponent wave. Thus if the x-axis is attain the radar x-
axis lying at ;m aiimuth relative to the fixed x-axis, we have
K 2 1 .(K,4)) = (,,7r )'I 
fR
xx (wx )e-iKws ,l\\	 (39)
In the expansion of AI D
 it) second order in the covariance functions and the consequent
Fourier Iranslc,rrirati„n in thy • surface reference coordinates we encounter such as
fRXxc_iK ' W dw = -(2ir)2cos2 +K2I:(K)
Ih
r
which tollows from the definition (30, the second order terms will result in various ix)nvolutions
of' the duectional spectrum 
P Kxxe
- l-K
such as
 •w .1w = - On)'-F(K)* K x
 (1 )	 (39)
,► here * denotes the two-dimensional comolution said the overbar notation will hr used to denote
groups of variables involved in the convolut;on operation.
one last simplification will he made in the expansion of M, 	 we let the antenna beant in
both range and azimu t h dimensions he broad k:ompared to the decorrelation distances of the sea
in either 6ieclton. I his allows us to set G(w) 	 G(Q) in the Fourier t ► ansformation over the
nuidulation w.rve number range, and to set the rest of the integrant at its DC value• pj n in the
Fourier transformation near K = 0. Further we will assume a separable pattern (unction G =
C;x (xl(I y (y), then we have the definitions
Lx = fi z(x ► dx and Lx = f( ;4 (x)dx (x y)	 (40)
From the de(mition 1."1 0( the effective area A. we have: A C = LxLy. For Gaussian antenna
heams, we have Lx = LX/V/ -)(x -+ y). For simplicity we represent the Foruier transform of the an-
trim pattrt m simply as it DC spike, i.e..
fal (X y)c x dxdy -. 2n .,/ Z Ly 6(K)	 (41)
From the above dt-Imitnm., ^%rill the v;, elements set to zero in mii (Eq. (Ill)) on vxpandi.ig the
m(rgrand of t2(•) to second order and Fourier transfOrming we have the result
it Lx Ly
Ni l (K)—
	 PI(a.ul	 S(K)
l h lt° rusR 0
+-- col( -Fi^ 1 	!1 + (I +LS)(ry2 +132)`'1K'"F(K)
Ly
(42)
	
l t d } L _	 K2F + (a z Kx + 2aoK" Ky f + ^3'KKy * 11;'l	 ,
I +A
+	 — `a 2 (1 - a 2 ) K 2 1 , * OF + 1 4Ct a202 KX 1 +a^`^i- I - (a - 31 2 )
^	
11
K x K v F+402a 2 g 2 K`1: * K,t Ky 1 : +(3^(I-0 2 )K 2 I-*KYI J}
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la ► this we have let A = 6 4 '20 - 6 2 ). As mentioned earlier, the convolution (*) only involves
those groups of variables carrying the overbar.
Some features of tl ►e solution should he noted. The most important is the reciprocal Ly
dependence of the signal part (non-DC part) of M t
 . The decrease in modulation signal power
with increasing Ly is the price paid for high directional resolution: of all the Fourier contrast
waves contributing to the total modulation power the spectrometer is isolating a small subset that
are travelling in the direction of radar look; consequcntly only a small traction of the total spec-
tral modulation power is being detected. The Lv t dependence of tt.e solution can also he inter-
preted as follows In a real, short-crested sea, waves are running out of step with each othe ►
across the extent Ly so that modulation power will add incoherently as Ly. Thus the modula-
lion power relative to the total average power decreases as Ly t ", and the relative spectrum of
modulation power as Ly-1
The directional resolution of the radar spectrometer is determined by the larger pmt • the two
effects (a) wave— front curvature on the surface and (b) the finite width of Cite data window
Ly. The spectral window that results as the combined effect of (a) and (b) can be determined
by redoing the foregoing analysis in the Fresnel apptoxinmation. I •hc lam ,vindow G(w) becomes
n ►
 the Fresnel .approximation (assuming a Gaussian gain pa(tern).
G(w) , G(w) • ex 1, - h-
(Lx 2 W 2 + Ly" W"
 J
\	 ^>r W
The corresponding spectral window has a half power wielth,
2nCn2	 K21,x4 cs =0 t /2
AKx =	 —1 +	 (x -i y)
Lx	 ('n R )2
I tar directional resolution is given by
	
A(l) _ L1Ky	 (L1Ky << K)
K
For ,xanmple, if R = 700knm, K = 27T/200m, 0 = 15 0 anti Ly = l0knm, then
Ail, = 0.76(1 + 7.6) = 6.5 degices.
(43)
(44)
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We note that the second order part consists essentially of four convolutions involving the
two-dimensional, directional wave spectrum F(K). In principle, since the second-order terms are
small, we ought to be able to retrieve F from M i
 by a process of iterative deconvolution, start-
ing with a first guess F(K) a M t (K).
To indicate, in rough tcinis. the amount, of harmonic distortion iesulting from the second-
order terms in (42), we carry out a sample calculation in two-dimensions, using as a model spec-
num a one-dimensional Phillips' equilibrium spectrum.
i , (K) = BH(K- 1 )1 -3	 (45)
where K = K/Ko is the scaled wavcnumber, and H is the tieavyside step function. We use a value
of the spectral constant B = 0.01 as this gives a realistic value of the significant wave slope So
and hence, of the expansion parameters b and e. From the definition (28) of 60 and from (45)
we have 6 0 = rr' t
 ?B = 0.045.
Figure 3 shows the results of the calculations for 0 = 10 0 and 0 = 15° for a range of rough-
ness conditions, i.e., for a range of the parameter 010 = tanC,o s where o s is givers by Equation. 03).
For 0	 10-15', the harmonic distortion is quite tolerable, less than 30-'%, over the range of wind-
speeds of practical importance.
MEASUREMENT SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The result for M t , Equation 142), ivay be expressed as
M t
 (K) = M I (00(K) + I'mvd(K)1
	
(46)
where P111ed is the nu rdulatiun ;peltrunl.
M t
 (0) is proportional to the square of the average backscattered power. we can express it
as
N11(0)	 V, 2 i I(IS(k)1 2 )1 2	(47)
Lx
The modulation index, defined for any a/imuth it) is
N((I')	 10,,od(K, 4))dK	 (48)
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By (27). the total moment is
M(k,K,a) = M I MINK) + b(AK) + Pmod ( K ) + Pmod(AK)I	 (49)
Again, we have K _ 2s%sin0 (cos t , , sin (PI. h - w/c, and similarly for AK.
Analysis of Short Pule System
The pulse handwidth is assumed to he large compared to the dommant-wave modulation fre-
quencies. Applying (49) to F(luation (2). we find for the "lxr-puke" (individual pulse)  ensemble
.overage output 0I the spectrum analyzer,
&2	 1 + µ(P)
	
WI W I " _ 03i + Pmod(w, d)l	 (50)
	
1	 ^c
where the filter constant is set equal to 1. 0,, is the noise bandwidth of the I{, filter, fo is the
.rverage energy of the backseattcc pulse,
(IS(k)I2) J IEo(^)1 2 dv:	 (51)
r is the effective backscattered pulse duration,
T = xsin0 Lx/c
	 (52)
lje is the rffecltve pulse bandwidth,
fF
-() ( V ) I. I EO W - wll = dv
	
Ac t = Oc t tw1	 ---	 (53)
J
IEo (v)1 2 dr l `
Let rC 	 _zr,'cP,.(U) he th. effective spatial pulse width. Tlnn we can express the measurement
signal-to-noise ratio, the ratio of the modulation spectrum to the broadband "Rayleigh clutter"
spectrum. as
47T sin 0
SNR =	 Pm„d(K)
	
(54)
Ti
where we Dave asuuuccl A<< 1. Let file directional wave height spectrum by given by the
Phillips form
IJK) = 5 x 10 - ' (81370cus4 (1) K -4	 (55)
I
_'1
I et tl a 15* ; assume a n0nunal wind speed of 1511ms-1 and a corresponding dominant wavelength
of 200 meters With us given by (33), and assuming an upwind look, and using the linear part of
(42) t•ot P1110, we have 1 11110d - . 78m/L y lkml And
2.6
SNR
	
	 (56)
Telml lylknml
Reasonable SNR'-, thus are possible on a per-pulse spectrum analysis basis (i.e., without Dopplei
filtering) with re on the order of a few meters and Ly on the order of 5-10knm. SNR's as low
as -10dti may be tolerable, if the ineasured spectrum is statistically stable, that is, if enough in-
dependent pulses are averaged so as to produce a stable clutter noise spectrum 0- 1 relative to the
Modulation signal spectrum. Fhe tune--bandwidth product 1'181 1 1
 of the measurement is given by
the analysis bandwidth Oa times the total integration time NpT where Np is a number of independ-
ent pulses. At the 90' /", , confidence level, assuming large Mil'. the Icngth of the confidence inter-
val is, relative to the signal level.
1.(,4(S N R) t
t	
— = 90 confidence interval
(,j i —Np /!rr
II we set the analysis bandwidth at 257•, then, for our 200m wave exanmpfe we have Q a T/-'rr =
(0.25 )( Lx/.00 m ). If SNR = 0.1, Lx = _' 5 kin, and Np = 1000, then Pnm od is measurable to
at t Iii' 1070 confidence level.
As Alpers and Ilasselnman (1 0 78) have shown for the narrow-hand l%V0- freyucncy ntcasaur
ntent. D01 1 pler filtering can be employed to increase the measurement SNR. 011e way to go ahout
Doppler filtering in the short pure spectrometer implenmentation is, in the time-domain, sinmr'q-
to keel` track of or stare at the advected. frozen modulation hattenm (e.g.. as in iniage motion
compensation). The nmaximuni integration time is determined by lix lesser of the wave period or
the tinir it takes 'to move an appreciable fraction of' the beam-spot in the along-satellite-track
dMILnSiOn. 130111 of then factors will restrict stare times to something on the order of 1 second.
If we allow a 50`7r movement of the beam spot on the surface (in the along-track direction), then
the maxinnun integration time available will be approximately, for looks to the side (4)>300):
RA4)co% 4,
Tint -	
'V
	 (57)
where V is the spacecraft velocity. The Doppler spectrum width of backscatter frost any fixed
tred—at ► re.t ► IuUon :ell on the surface is determined h) the fastest interfering scattered waves
front the extremities of the resolutit it cell li.e., at the KIR azimuth gain points):
V
do 1)	 ,	 , 	 sin©Isin4 1 1A(V	 (58)
I he fast- time clutter sliectrum 0` 1 will he reduced by slow-time Doppler filtering by the factor
V itting Ly = RnA). we get im the ttteasurrment SNR after Doppler filtering. (agate
with d = 15".	 30')
27.5
SNR Z!
	
(59)
rc	 RlkinI NIn11
a result ►► hich is independent of the annmth heantwidth. With R = 700kni, k = 0.02m
7.4
SNR ;^
	
(60)
rcl ill I
I'or a Skit l_y, this is it
	 improvement over the per-pulse SNR.
Analysis of Two-Frequency System
The ir:ulsmitted w,:vefortm may he a short, widehand pulse or s^me tailored two-frretuenc)
wavetotnt. ASlllntC that the trinsmttled wavelmm Founet transform EO (O is constant over the
bandpass 01 and 02 of the two filters H t and It, then on applying (49) to Equation (3) we get
for ensenthle average output of the correlator,
8.03
(Q12) _ .1 ,- l mod(^r't2 `t^ ► 	 (61)
'Fite analysis bandwidth 0. is the combined noise bandwidth of the two channels. If the 11 1
 and
II, lines h; 11(k%idills 0 1 - 02 then 0a = V-20 1 . & is the received energy lit channel: and T.
again, is the effective hack-:cattered pulse duration.
^3
In (01), we note tai.,t the ► ,	 no ha:kground. Kayleign "Mutter" noise spettru n as there is
in the short pulse system. This is because the expected value (or infinite ensemble average) of thL
cross-correlation ut the hasi: Rayleigh clutter nuiwr at two frequencies v t
 and v 2
 is tern (provided
Av12 T>>I). This follows from the definition of the basic unmodulated "clutter" process is a
sample (of' length T) of it stationary, Gaussian random process.
The measurement noise in the two-frequency system is the residual clutter noise that sur-
vives the cress-correlation over a finite integration time T. (f wc (t) is the (unmodulated) noise
process going into the integrator (Fig. 2), then we have
Lct u^ he the variance of w; (t) and (3; the bandwidth of w ; (t). Then for large tune-harnl%kidth
products, O T>> -'rr, the standard deviation of the output of the integrator will he uQ
err/Qc T • oc'f.
A rigorous calculation of o Q is beyond the scope of the present work; unlortimately.
Parten and Shiren ( 1950), iu their analysis, stop short of calculating u Q
 fur the two-frequency
system. To get on with the analysis we will simply assume that u ; = o/T 2 and that (3c = (3a.
Then, the per-pulse SNR for the two-frequency systern will be on the order of
SNR _ (27r1-112 3.3/2 ri/2 1'mud (AV 12 , 	(62)
The analysis b-ndwidlh 0a is set at some fraction of the modulation frequency Av12 in accord
With desired spectral resolution. Let r a
 = (3a /Av12. Inccn, using the same ,ample conditions
used in the short-pulse analyst-, i.e., wherein P m , d (K.0) = 0.78m/Lylknil, we have
	
SNR — 0.055r^/2Lx'/-'Ik tit I Ly-' (km"' I	 (hi)
Lettinr, Lx = 25km, Ly = ikni. r a = 0.25, then SNR - 0.007. 'phis figure is not as good is the
	per pulse SNR for the short pulse system. E.g.. for T e = `ni and I k	 ^Ln,. the shmI-pulse
I
SNR = 0.26, a factor of 32 greater. If the analysis bandwidth r is opened wide, r d = 1, the two-
frequency SINK becomes 0.06, and is comparable to the short-pulse SNR. The two-frequency
SNR call 	 be improved by coherent Doppler integration. This would necessarily involve some
kind of phase detection. It we assume an improvement Iactor of,/AfdopTint (again with R =
700km, X _ -'cm), then the measurement SNR will be 0.1 (r a = 0.25) and 0.85 for r d = I. (Tile
reader is cautioned that we have been loose with certain numbers, i.e.. with the effective integra-
tion time, Tint and Ofdo p, and ac.)
CONCLUSION
We have presented a three-dimensional physical optics solutior for the generalized fourth-
order momeot of the surface transfer function in the case of near-vertical, specular backscatter
from a Gaussian sea. and we have applied this solution to the analysis of the short-pulse and
two-frequency techniques for the remote measurement of ocean wave directional spectra. The
predicted modulation spectrum is found to bear a fairly, good fidelity to the cirectional slope
spectr unl; harn.onic drstc is n, or spectra! smearing. is oil 	 order of' 20-30% or less. The
I solution's only serious defec-, it is felt, is the Gaussian assumption for the ocean wave statistics.
The measurement signal-ter-noise problem for both short-pulse and two-frequency spcctronrcter
implementations was examined briefly, and it was found that satellite measurement of the di-
--ctional wave spectrum with either of' these spectrometer systems appears to be feasible, it remains
for futare work to model diffraction and non-Gaussian wave statistics, and to perform a more
thorough measurement signal-to-noise analysis; for example, trade-offs involving transmitter power,
antenna gain and thermal noise must be considered.
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